Escape Mumbai in 7 ways

Thinking of spending a quiet evening on a clean, pristine beach? Head to Beach, a beach destination in Maharashtra. The beach is known for its clean waters. Also, the village has a large number of resorts and other stay-vacationers. Also, the beach in a homestay, and serenity in the air. Make sure to taste authentic fish dishes while you are there. Escape to the soothing sounds of the ocean and picturesque views. In fact, you will be reconnecting with a loved one. Beach is a simple and stress-free option for those wanting to unwind.

WHERE: Beach, Maharashtra.

How to get there: The easiest and least way to get to Beach is by Western Railways passenger train connecting Victor and Beach. Board a train from Victor and easily accessible by bus and taxi.

TIP: Beach does not have a lot of fancy hotels but instead there are smaller, more family-friendly places to stay at. The Travnpoor Retreat and Hotel 321 are both close to the beach and offer great value for money.

Topping rapids and the cold water splash on your face. Get your adrenaline pumping, then head straight to Koliad, a small village in Maharashtra. Koliad is a rural village in Maharashtra. The village is known for its serene location surrounded by mountains.

WHERE: Koliad is a small village on the coast of the Arabian Sea, in the Raigad district of Maharashtra.

How to get there: Koliad is easily accessible on the west coast Highway. Go through the famous Koliad-Kokan Maregaon road. One can also take the Konkan Railway via Juna. There are buses and long-distance trains that connect Koliad to Konkan.

TIP: It is best to travel with a group, especially since the area is not very populated take care of the activities on the trip.
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